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UWT – a measurable success story

What started out as a small family business in 1977 has  
become a leading brand in the level measuring industry. 
Worldwide that is. Thanks to a comprehensive distribution 
network we are present in over 50 countries with our precise 
measurement instruments. For our distribution, our research 
and development and production units alike, we count on a 
strong team of highly qualified experts.

The core of our work is always the customer as well as  
complying with our high quality standards. We combine the 
experience of 30 years of successful entrepreneurship with 
a future-oriented mentality that strives for innovation at all 
times. It is this interplay that results in dependable, state-of-
the-art measuring instruments, which are safe and easy to 
operate. Or as we like to put it: “simply working”.

We enthuse our customers with high performing products 
and a service that sets new standards in terms of customer  
orientation. Our partners and employees especially cherish 
our fair and personable nature. After all we are a global player 
with the charms of the Allgaeu Region.

UWT is headquartered
in Betzigau, Allgaeu

No question, UWT has all the right answers.

We all grow with our challenges. UWT has been growing con-
stantly and successfully for over 30 years now. We are very 
much looking forward to taking on your challenges as well.

You want flexible, dependable products, which are also easy 
to operate?
Brilliant, because our precise measuring instruments and
customized solutions are perfectly geared towards the requi-
rements and needs of our customers. The result: Optimized
production processes that save time.

You are looking for premium services, which are as individual 
and unique as your business itself?
In that case you will love our idea of customer care. We offer 
first-class support, especially tailored to suit your specific
situation.

Fairness in terms of price-performance ratio is as impor-
tant to you as openness, transparency and mutual respect in
collaborating?
Great. Because for us, too, fairness is an important good. We 
take our social responsibility very seriously and understand 
collaboration as a long-term partnership – whether with our 
customers, suppliers or our employees.
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Solids in
liquids

Right to the limit
Irrespective of salt, sludge or sand, 
we pinpoint the boundary and  
measure the level. Just ask us.

Bulk solids
The ultimate challenge
Dusty, dirty, sticky, caking, absorbent 
bulk material that builds conical piles 
or funnels, charges electrically, varies 
in density, is explosive …
Nothing shakes our solid ground!



Sludge and 
liquids 

Definitely not shallow
Whether point level or contents 
measurement, we guarantee you 
the utmost measurement reliability 
in sludge and liquids alike. 
You won’t get wet with UWT.

Batch 
measurement
Accomplishing unity
Whatever your mixing requirements, 
we will help you find the proper dosage.
UWT – always the right mix.



The UWT Nivowave® is in use in the following industries:

Our acoustic wave series Nivowave® offers:  

< Non contact level measurement and monitoring
< Temperature range from -40°C to +150°C
< Integrated temperature compensation
< Approval for dust explosive environments (ATEX)
< Measurement during filling using automatic echo amplification
< Reliable measurement results in difficult materials  
 (powder, dust, silicic acid, etc.)
< High measurement accuracy (+/- 0.25%)
< Optimal usage of the measurement distance via minimal block distance
< Remote diagnostics and control via GSM modem
< Communication via Modbus RTU, HART or Profibus DP
< All universal power supplies (AC & DC)
< Measurement distance of up to 120m (2 wire) in bulk solids  
 (low frequency)
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Nivowave®

Principles of function
Acoustic wave technology is used to generate 
sonic waves from 5 KHz to 50 KHz, which reflect 
off the surface of the material to be measured 
and cause an echo. The time delay between the 
sent signal and received echo is analysed and 
temperature compensated to provide the full  
level display and output signal.

NW 5000 NW 4000

You are looking for reliable non contact level  
measurement, also in difficult conditions such as:

< Caking
< Dusty environments
< Material with changing temperature and humidity
< Abrasive/aggressive material
< Explosive environments
< Diverse grain sizes
< Rough environments (noisy, dirty)
< Low dielectric constant
< Agitator in the vessel
< Limited space (multi chamber silos, narrow silos)
< Large measurement distances

Requirements

NW 1000 NW 2000



The UWT Nivobob® is in use in the following industries:

Our microprocessor controlled measuring system Nivobob® offers:

< Robust double chamber aluminium die cast housing, IP66, NEMA 4
< Overpressure version up to 1.7bar
< Temperature range from -40°C to +150°C
< Increased resistance to corrosion
< Reliable sealing
< Integrated tape cleaner 
< Approval for dust explosive environments (ATEX, FM)
< Variety of process connections (thread and flange)
< Special version for interface measurement
< Large range of sensor weights
< Measurement range of up to 70m
< Universal power supply (AC/DC)
< Simple installation and set up
< Long lifespan (brushless synchronised motor)
< Large number of measurements possible (special rope and tape design)
< Diagnostics function with data saving to SD card
< Self monitoring
< Remote programming and analysis for up to 10 instruments
< Communication via Modbus RTU or Profibus DP

Solut ions

Nivobob®

Principles of function
A sensor weight, attached to either a metal tape 
or rope, is electromechanically lowered into the 
vessel. Once the sensor weight rests on the  
material, the winding direction of the motor 
changes and the sensor weight is rewound to the 
upper stop position. As the weight is lowered, the 
distance is electronically measured. 
Microprocessors convert the measured distance 
together with the programmed silo geometry into 
a volumetric output signal. This signal is updated 
each time the sensor weight is lowered.

NB 3000 Lot SLB 300

You are looking for reliable contents measurement,
also in difficult conditions such as:

< Strong caking
< Dusty environments
< Material with changing temperature and humidity
< Abrasive/aggressive material
< High process temperature
< Explosive environments
< Heavy material
< Rough environments (noisy, dirty)
< Sediment in liquid
< Extremely light material
< Large measurement distances
< Low dielectric constant
< Electrostatic charging

Requirements

Sensor weight
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The UWT Rotonivo® is in use in the following industries:

Our rotating paddle series Rotonivo® offers:

< Rotation principle insensitive to caking
< Robust aluminium die cast housing
< Adjustable sensitivity (>15g/l)
< Reliable shaft sealing
< Double shaft bearing (encapsulated ball bearing)
< High quality grade stainless steel
< Temperature range from -40°C to +650°C
< Overpressure up to 10bar
< Approvals for dust and gas explosive environments (ATEX, FM & CSA)
< Protected motor (friction clutch & double bearing)
< All universal power supplies (AC, DC, Multi voltage)
< Wide range of process connections (aluminium or stainless steel)
< Simple installation
< Long lifespan (brushless synchronised motor)

Solut ions

Rotonivo®

Principles of function
A motor driven shaft causes a vane to rotate.   
Once the material level reaches the vane, there-
by preventing further rotation, 2 micro-switches 
are activated which result in an output signal and 
the motor stops. Once the vane is free again from 
material, the output signal is reset and the motor 
driven shaft rotates again.

You are looking for reliable point level measurement in 
bulk solids, also in difficult conditions such as:

< Strong caking
< Dusty environments
< Abrasive material
< Extreme process temperatures
< Over pressure and low pressure environments
< Explosive environments
< Heavy material
< High mechanical loading
< Electrostatic charging
< Various changing factors

RequirementsRN 3000 RN 4000 RN 6000
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The UWT Vibranivo® is in use in the following industries:

Our vibrating fork probe series Vibranivo® offers:  

< PFA and Teflon coating
< Robust aluminium die cast housing, IP66, NEMA 4x, Type 4x
< High sensitivity (<5g/l)
< High quality grade steel fork and process connection
< Suitable for overpressure up to 10bar
< Approvals for dust and gas explosive environments (ATEX, FM & CSA)
< Temperature range from -40°C to +150°C
< Closed system
< Self monitoring
< NAMUR standard
< Short version & remote housing
< Universal power supplies and 2 wire
< Universal signal output (Relay, PNP, 8/16 mA, 4-20mA)
< Wide range of stainless steel process connections  
 (thread, flange and tri-clamp)
< Remote housing
< Simple installation
< Long lifespan

Solut ions

Vibranivo®

Principles of function
An electronically stimulated piezo causes the 
fork to vibrate. As soon as the sensor is covered 
with material, the vibration is dampened and the 
resulting electrical current change causes the 
output signal to switch. Once the material level 
falls below the sensor, it is free to vibrate again 
and the output signal is reset.

VN 4000VN 1000 VN 2000

VN 5000 VN 6000

You are looking for reliable point level  
measurement in fine grained bulk solids,  
also in difficult conditions such as:

< Caking
< Dusty environments
< Extremely light product density
< Pneumatic filling
< Heavy mechanical loading
< Abrasive/aggressive material
< Process over pressure
< Explosive environments
< Limited space
< Vibration within the vessel
< Sediment levels in liquids
< High reliability
< High hygienic requirements

Requirements
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Flexinivo® Principles of function
A vibrating fork sensor (Vibranivo) attached to a tape is lowered in mm 
accuracy to the required measurement point in the vessel. This allows 
both flexible point level measurement, as well as batch measurement. 
The Flexinivo is programmed via an external SPS controller.

HFM 5 Principles of function
A point level sensor (Vibranivo or Rotonivo) is attached to a shaft that can be 
positioned by a step motor to the required measurement point in the vessel. 
This allows both flexible point level measurement, as well as batch mea-
surement. The HFM 5 is also programmed via an external SPS controller. 

Flexinivo®/HFM 5

FN 6 HFM 5
The UWT Flexinivo® and HFM 5 is  
in use in the following industries:

Our electromechanical systems  
Flexinivo®/HFM 5 offer:

< High sensitivity (<5g/l)
< High quality grade steel 
< Precision in mm  
 (step motor and incremental counter)
< Flexible point measurement in volumetric dosing
< Measurement range from 0.6m to 3.9m
< Solid mechanical construction

You are looking for reliable level batch measurement 
or flexible level measurement in bulk solids, also in 
difficult conditions such as:

< Caking
< Dusty environments
< Extremely light material
< Pneumatic filling
< Abrasive/aggressive material
< High hygienic requirements
< High level of accuracy

Requirements Solut ions

Kondunivo®

Kondunivo® Principles of function
The conductivity of a material allows electricity to 
flow between the Kondunivo process connection and 
the probe when the sensor is covered with material, 
resulting in an output signal. As soon as the material 
level falls, the electrical circuit is broken and the output 
signal reset. Alternating current is used to prevent 
corrosion of the sensor probe and an electrochemical 
reaction of the material. To ensure reliable measure- 
ment in a variable liquid surface, an adjustable output 
signal delay is standard. The Kondunivo can be used in 
metal, as well as non metal vessels.

KN 2700 KN 2800

The UWT Kondunivo® is in use
in the following industries:

Our Kondunivo® series offers:  

< Robust aluminium die cast housing
< Adjustable sensitivity via a potentiometer
< Reliable sealing 
< All universal power supplies (AC & DC)
< Wide range of process connections 
< Easy installation
< Long lifespan

You are looking for reliable point level  
measurement, in sludge and liquids,  
also in difficult conditions such as:

< Foam build-up
< Heavy sludge
< Rough environments
< Use in mobile machinery and vehicles  
 (building industry)

Requirements Solut ions
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Nivotec®

Nivotec® NT 1000

< Comprehensive visualization software for displaying silo and vessel fill levels
 on a 5.7“ touch panel, including trend display
< Display in volume, percentage, height or weight
< Signal evaluation of 4-20mA analogue, digital input as well as the
 UWT Nivowave® Acoustic Wave sensor Modbus RTU
< Touch panel is available as a fixture or complete with control cabinet

Nivotec® NT 2000

< Display of the silo fill level on LED digital displays
< Fill monitoring via alarm signal and shut off valve control
< Signal evaluation of 4-20mA analogue and digital input
< Easy to use fill monitoring via lorry module
< Complete system with project specific electrical plans

Nivotec® NT 3000

< Fill level visualisation via web server module
< Password protected access on standard internet browser software via Ethernet
< Data storage and download, trend data via software
< Worldwide access via remote enquiry
< Fill monitoring via alarm signal and shut off valve control
< Signal evaluation of 4-20mA analogue, digital input as well 
 as the UWT Nivowave® Acoustic Wave sensor Modbus RTU 
< Easy to use fill monitoring via lorry module
< Complete system with project specific electrical plans

www

UWT Service Offers
Installation/Wiring 

< We assemble all components and systems professionally and
 quickly
< Our experts set up your individual installation right from the start
 promptly and precisely 
< We only use premium materials for our professional wiring services
 (such as UV-resistance cables for outside use) 
< We eliminate your risk in advance and prevent follow-up problems

Installation and set up

< You can count on our expertise to set up your sensor technology
< You can rely on our specialists to help you save precious time
< Our service technicians leave nothing to chance during the set up
< Choosing our experienced technicians is the best way to ensure
 a trouble free installation

Operator training/remote diagnostics 

< We prepare your sensor and Nivotec system operators for their work
< Special training provides your staff a maximum level of preparation 
< You can trust our service team to provide a smooth installation and
 setup, thus saving you valuable time
< Our measurement technology can be parameterized and readjusted  
 via remote diagnostics 
< We provide a guarantee for flawless operation and are happy to
 look after your installation after the initial setup



Your reliable partner for competent service

Through our international focus and subsequent development of our sales and service network, 
we offer a worldwide market presence of UWT level measurement specialists on your doorstep.  
See our website www.uwt.eu for details.
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